This article will discuss data compiled from a corpus of 640 volumes of late 12 th to early 16 th century manuscripts conserved in Gnas gsar dgon pa, 1 in the small village of Bi cer, recorded on maps as Vijar, Phijor or Pijor, 2 in northern Dolpo, near the Tibetan border (Figure 1 Map). Although the village name Bi cer has been given modern 'volk'etymology as byi bcer, 'crushed mouse' (condensed from byi ba, mouse, and bcer ba, to squeeze, to press ) this seems most unlikely. 3 In both Gro shod and in Glo, there is a town named Byi ba mkhar. 4 The signification of mkhar as fortress is well established, but as a town name, 'mouse fortress' seems unlikely. This implies that there may be another signification to byi ba, possibly local dialect of western Tibet/western Himalaya or possibly related to certain ancient Bon po deities. 5 In the dedication prefaces of the Bi cer manuscripts, the spelling is frequently bi jer or bi cer, although the actual pronunciation is much closer to 'vi che'. This may reflect instead a mixed Tibetan and Sanskrit etymology. 6 If bi is the Tibetan rendition of the Sanskrit vi, this could suggest a short form of Sanskrit vihara, sanctuary, combined with a short form of Tibetan che ba or chen po, great, i.e. vihara che ba, 'the great sanctuary' which, in view of the exceptional quality and quantity of ancient books found here, might well express a religious and political status of the village in former times. 7 For now, although the etymology remains uncertain, it is clear that all these spellings do refer to one and the same village in which the Gnas gsar dgon pa was built.
The existence of this library has been known for some time, thanks to publications by the English Tibetologist David Snellgrove and French anthropologist Corneille Jest resulting from their visits in 1956 and 1961. Snellgrove recognised a complete set of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon in the library as well as a large gilt statue of Maitreya. 8 Jest recorded two different local traditions about these books, 9 both linking their arrival to patronage of Buddhism in Dolpo by kings of Dzumla, one of whom was Bsod nams lde alias Punyamalla, who reigned in Dzumla ca. 1336-1339, after long ruling over Pu hrang. 10 After the visits by Jest and Snellgrove, very few western travellers saw the library due to restricted tourist access to Dolpo. In 1993, as participants in the Nepal German Manuscript Preservation Project, several Dolpo monasteries presented their ancient books for microfilming. At this time, a
